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THE MIT BAG MODEL AS AN INFINITE MASS LIMIT
NAIARA ARRIZABALAGA, LOI¨C LE TREUST, ALBERT MAS, AND NICOLAS RAYMOND
Abstract. The Dirac operator, acting in three dimensions, is considered. As-
suming that a large mass m ą 0 lies outside a smooth and bounded open set
Ω Ă R3, it is proved that its spectrum is approximated by the one of the Dirac
operator on Ω with the MIT bag boundary condition. The approximation, which
is developed up to and error of order op1{?mq, is carried out by introducing
tubular coordinates in a neighborhood of BΩ and analyzing the corresponding one
dimensional optimization problems in the normal direction.
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2 N. ARRIZABALAGA, L. LE TREUST, A. MAS, AND N. RAYMOND
1. Introduction
1.1. Context. This paper is devoted to the spectral analysis of the Dirac operator
with high scalar potential barrier in three dimensions. More precisely, we will assume
that there is a large mass m outside a smooth and bounded open set Ω. From
physical considerations, see [4, 5], it is expected that, when m becomes large, the
eigenfunctions of low energy do not visit R3zΩ and tend to satisfy the so-called
MIT bag condition on BΩ. This boundary condition, that we will define in the
next section, is usually chosen by the physicists [8, 5, 6], in order to get a vanishing
normal flux at the bag surface. It was originally introduced by Bogolioubov in the
late 601s [4] to describe the confinement of the quarks in the hadrons with the help
of an infinite scalar potential barrier outside a fixed set Ω. In the mid 701s, this
model has been revisited into a shape optimization problem named MIT bag model
[8, 5, 6] in which the optimized energy takes the form
Ω ÞÑ λ1pΩq ` b|Ω|,
where λ1pΩq is the first nonnegative eigenvalue of the Dirac operator with the bound-
ary condition introduced by Bogolioubov, |Ω| is the volume of Ω Ă R3 and b ą 0.
The interest of the bidimensional equivalent of this model has recently been renewed
with the study of graphene where this condition is sometimes called “infinite mass
condition”, see [1, 3]. The aim of this paper is to provide a mathematical justification
of this terminology, and extend to dimension three the work [9].
1.2. The Dirac operator with large effective mass. In the whole paper, Ω
denotes a fixed bounded domain of R3 with regular boundary. The Planck’s constant
and the velocity of light are assumed to be equal to 1.
Let us recall the definition of the Dirac operator associated with the energy of
a relativistic particle of mass m0 and spin
1
2
, see [10]. The Dirac operator is a
first order differential operator pH,DompHqq, acting on L2pR3;C4q in the sense of
distributions, defined by
(1.1) H “ α ¨D `m0β , D “ ´i∇ ,
where DompHq “ H1pR3;C4q, α “ pα1, α2, α3q and β are the 4 ˆ 4 Hermitian and
unitary matrices given by
β “
ˆ
12 0
0 ´12
˙
, αk “
ˆ
0 σk
σk 0
˙
for k “ 1, 2, 3 .
Here, the Pauli matrices σ1, σ2 and σ3 are defined by
σ1 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
, σ2 “
ˆ
0 ´i
i 0
˙
, σ3 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
,
and α ¨X denotes ř3j“1 αjXj for any X “ pX1, X2, X3q.
In this paper, we consider particles with large effective mass m " m0 outside
Ω. Their kinetic energy is associated with the self-adjoint operator pHm,DompHmqq
defined by
Hm “ α ¨D ` pm0 `mχΩ1qβ ,
where Ω1 is the complementary set of Ω, χΩ1 is the characteristic function of Ω1 and
DompHmq “ H1pR3;C4q.
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Notation 1.1. In the following, Γ :“ BΩ and for all x P Γ, npxq is the outward-
pointing unit normal vector to the boundary, Lpxq “ dn
x
denotes the second fun-
damental form of the boundary and
κpxq “ TrLpxq and Kpxq “ det Lpxq
are the mean curvature and the Gauss curvature of Γ respectilvely.
Definition 1.2. The MIT bag Dirac operator pHΩ,DompHΩqq is defined on the
domain
DompHΩq “ tψ P H1pΩ;C4q : Bψ “ ψ on Γu , with B “ ´iβpα ¨ nq ,
by HΩψ “ Hψ for all ψ P DompHΩq. Observe that the trace is well-defined by a
classical trace theorem.
Notation 1.3. We denote by x¨, ¨y the C4 scalar product (antilinear w.r.t. the left
argument) and by x¨, ¨yU the L2 scalar product on the set U Ă R3.
Notation 1.4. We define, for every n P S2, the orthogonal projections
(1.2) Ξ˘ “ 14 ˘ B
2
associated with the eigenvalues ˘1 of the matrix B.
1.3. Squared operators, heuristics, and results. The aim of this paper is to
relate the spectra of Hm and H
Ω in the limit mÑ `8.
Notation 1.5. Let pλkqkPN˚ and pλk,mqkPN˚denote the increasing sequence of eigen-
values of the operator |HΩ| and |Hm|, respectively, each one being repeated according
to its multiplicity. By the min´max characterization, we have
λk “ inf
V Ă DompHΩq,
dimV “ k,
sup
ϕ P V,
‖ϕ‖L2pΩq “ 1,
∥
∥
∥HΩϕ
∥
∥
∥
L2pΩq
“ sup
tψ1,...,ψk´1uĂDompHΩq,
inf
ϕ P spanpψ1, . . . , ψk´1qK,
‖ϕ‖L2pΩq “ 1,
∥
∥
∥HΩϕ
∥
∥
∥
L2pΩq
,
and
λk,m “ inf
V Ă H1pR3;C4q,
dimV “ k,
sup
ϕ P V,
‖ϕ‖L2pR3q “ 1,
‖Hmϕ‖L2pR3q
“ sup
tψ1,...,ψk´1uĂH1pR3;C4q,
inf
ϕ P spanpψ1, . . . , ψk´1qK,
‖ϕ‖L2pR3q “ 1,
‖Hmϕ‖L2pR3q ,
for k P N˚ and m ą 0. Here, N˚ :“ Nzt0u.
1.3.1. The quadratic forms. At first sight, it might seem surprising that λk and λk,m
are related, especially because of the boundary condition of HΩ. It becomes less
surprising when computing the squares of the operators. This is the purpose of the
following lemma.
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Lemma 1.6. Let ϕ P DompHΩq and ψ P H1pR3;C4q. Then
(1.3) }HΩϕ}2L2pΩq “ Qintpϕq :“ }∇ϕ}2L2pΩq `
ż
Γ
ˆ
κ
2
`m0
˙
|ϕ|2 dΓ`m20‖ϕ‖2L2pΩq ,
where κ is defined in Notation 1.1,and
}Hmψ}2L2pR3q “ }∇ψ}2L2pΩq ` }∇ψ}2L2pΩ1q ` }pm0 `mχΩ1qψ}2L2pR3q
´mRexBψ, ψyΓ
“ }∇ψ}2L2pΩq ` }∇ψ}2L2pΩ1q ` }pm0 `mχΩ1qψ}2L2pR3q
`m}Ξ´ψ}2L2pΓq ´m}Ξ`ψ}2L2pΓq .
(1.4)
Proof. The identity (1.3) is proved for instance in [2, Section A.2]. Let ψ P H1pR3;C4q.
Then, by integrations by parts,
}Hmψ}2L2pR3q “ }α ¨Dψ}2L2pR3q ` }pm0 `mχΩ1qψ}2L2pR3q ` 2mRexα ¨Dψ, βψyΩ1
“ }∇ψ}2L2pR3q ` }pm0 `mχΩ1qψ}2L2pR3q ´mRexBψ, ψyΓ.
Then, note that, for all ψ P H1pR3;C4q,
RexBψ, ψyΓ “ }Ξ`ψ}2L2pΓq ´ }Ξ´ψ}2L2pΓq .

Considering (1.4) leads to the following minimization problem, for v P H1pΩq,
(1.5) Λmpvq “ inftQmpuq , u P Vvu , Qmpuq “ }∇u}2L2pΩ1q `m2}u}2L2pΩ1q ,
where
Vv “ tu P H1pΩ1,C4q s.t. u “ v on Γu .
A classical extension theorem (see [7, Section 5.4]) ensures that Vv is non-empty.
1.3.2. Heuristics. In this paper, we will analyse the behavior of Λmpvq and prove in
particular (see Proposition 2.1) that there exists C ą 0 such that for m large, and
all v P H1pΩ;C4q
(1.6) op1q ě Λmpvq ´
ˆ
m}v}2L2pΓq `
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ
˙
ě ´C
m
}v}2H1pΓq .
Replacing m by m0 `m in (1.6), we get, for all ψ P H1pR3;C4q,
(1.7) }Hmψ}2L2pR3q ě }∇ψ}2L2pΩq `m20‖ψ‖2L2pΩq
`
ż
Γ
ˆ
κ
2
`m0
˙
|ψ|2 dΓ` 2m}Ξ´ψ}2L2pΓq ´
C
m
}ψ}2L2pΓq .
Take any eigenfunction ϕ of HΩ and consider a minimizer uϕ of (1.5) for v “ ϕ and
m replaced by m`m0. Then, letting ψ “ 1Ωϕ` 1Ω1uϕ P H1pR3;C4q, we get
}Hmψ}2L2pR3q “ }∇ϕ}2L2pΩq `m20‖ψ‖2L2pΩq ` Λm`m0pϕq ´m}Ξ`ϕ}2L2pΓq .
With (1.6) at hand, we deduce that, for all j P N˚,
λ2j,m ď λ2j ` op1q .
Conversely, if we are interested in the eigenvalues of pHmq2 that are of order 1 when
mÑ `8, we see from (1.7) that the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions must
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satisfy Ξ´ψ “ Opm´1q and, in particular, Bψ “ ψ`Opm´1q. Thus, we get formally,
for all j P N˚,
λ2j,m ě λ2j ` op1q .
The aim of this paper is to make this heuristics rigorous. We can now state our
main theorem.
Theorem 1.7. The singular values of Hm can be estimated as follows:
(i) limmÑ`8 λk,m “ λk, for any k P N˚.
(ii) Let k1 P N˚ be the multiplicity of the first eigenvalue λ1 of |HΩ|. For all
k P t1, . . . , k1u, we have
λk,m “
˜
λ21 `
νk
m
` o
ˆ
1
m
˙¸1{2
,
where
(1.8) νk “ inf
V Ă kerp|HΩ| ´ λ1q,
dimV “ k,
sup
u P V,
‖u‖L2pΩq “ 1,
ηpuq,
with
ηpuq “
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇su|2
2
´ |pBn ` κ{2`m0qu|
2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
´ λ
2
1
2
¸
|u|2‚˛dΓ .
Here, pλkqkPN˚ and pλk,mqkPN˚ are defined in Notation 1.5, κ and K are defined in
Notation 1.1.
Remark 1.8. The max-min formula (1.8) makes sense since kerp|HΩ| ´ λIdq Ă
H2pΩ;C4q for any eigenvalue λ of |HΩ|.
Remark 1.9. Hm and H
Ω anticommute with the charge conjugation C defined for
all ψ P C4, by
Cψ “ iβα2ψ,
where ψ P C4 is the vector obtained after complex conjugations of each of the
components of ψ (see for instance [10, Section 1.4.6] and [2, Section A.1]). As a
consequence, the spectrum of Hm and H
Ω are symmetric with respect to 0 and
Theorem 1.7 may be rewritten as a result on the eigenvalues of Hm and H
Ω.
1.3.3. A vectorial Laplacian with Robin-type boundary conditions. Let us also men-
tion an intermediate spectral problem whose study is needed in our proof of Theorem
1.7 and that may be of interest on its own. Let us consider the vectorial Laplacian
associated with the quadratic form
Qintm puq “‖∇u‖2L2pΩq `m20‖u‖2L2pΩq `
ż
Γ
ˆ
κ
2
`m0
˙
|u|2 dΓ` 2m∥∥Ξ´u∥∥2
L2pΓq(1.9)
for u P DompQintm q “ H1pΩ;C4q and m ą 0 where Ξ´,Ξ` are defined by (1.2). By a
classical trace theorem, this form is bounded from below. More precisely, we have
the following result.
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Lemma 1.10. The self-adjoint operator associated with Qintm is defined by
DompLintm q “
"
u P H2pΩ;C4q : Ξ
´ `B
n
` κ{2`m0 ` 2m
˘
u “ 0 on Γ,
Ξ`
`B
n
` κ{2`m0
˘
u “ 0 on Γ
*
Lintm u “
`´∆`m20˘u for all u P DompLintm q.(1.10)
It has compact resolvent and its spectrum is discrete.
Notation 1.11. Let pλintk,mqkPN˚ denote the sequence of eigenvalues, each one being
repeated according to its multiplicity and such that
(1.11) λint1,m ď λint2,m ď . . .
The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of Lintm is detailed in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.12. The following holds:
(i) For every k P N˚, limmÑ`8 λintk,m “ λ2k.
(ii) Let λ be an eigenvalue of |HΩ| of multiplicity k1 P N˚. Consider k0 P N the
unique integer such that for all k P t1, . . . , k1u, λk0`k “ λ. Then, for all
k P t1, 2, . . . , k1u, we have
λintk0`k,m “ λ2 `
µλ,k
m
` o
ˆ
1
m
˙
where
(1.12) µλ,k :“ inf
V Ă kerp|HΩ| ´ λq,
dimV “ k,
sup
v P V,
‖v‖L2pΩq “ 1,
´‖pBn ` κ{2`m0qv‖
2
L2pΓq
2
.
Here, pλkqkPN˚ is defined in Notation 1.5, pλintk,mqkPN˚ in Notation 1.11 and κ in
Notation 1.1.
1.4. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we discuss the asymptotic prop-
erties of the minimizers associated with the exterior optimization problem (1.5). In
Section 3, we investigate the interior problem. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.7.
2. About the exterior optimization problem
The aim of this section is to study the minimizers of (1.5) and their properties
when m tends to `8. These properties are gathered in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. For all v P H1pΩq, there exists a unique minimizer umpvq asso-
ciated with Λmpvq, and it satisfies, for all u P Vv,
Qmpuq “ Λmpvq `Qmpu´ umpvqq .
There exists a constant C ą 0 such that, for all m ě 1,
(i) for all v P H1pΩq, we have
op1q ě Λmpvq ´
ˆ
m}v}2L2pΓq `
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ
˙
ě ´C
m
}v}2L2pΓq ,
and
Cm‖v‖2H1pΩq ě Λmpvq ,
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(ii) for all v P H2pΩq, ˇˇˇ
Λmpvq ´ rΛmpvqˇˇˇ ď C
m3{2
}v}2
H3{2pΓq,
(iii) for all v P H2pΩq,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ}umpvq}2L2pΩ1q ´ }v}
2
L2pΓq
2m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cm2 }v}2H3{2pΓq .
Here
rΛmpvq “ m ż
Γ
|v|2 dΓ`
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ`m´1
ż
Γ
! |∇sv|2
2
`
´K
2
´ κ
2
8
¯
|v|2
)
dΓ.
2.1. Existence, uniqueness and Euler-Lagrange equations. Let us discuss
here the existence of the minimizers announced in Proposition 2.1 and their elemen-
tary properties. We will see later that, in the limit m Ñ `8, this minimization
problem on Ω1 is closely related to the same problem on a tubular neighborhood in
Ω1 of Γ. For δ ą 0, m ą 0 and v P H1pΩq, we define
(2.1) Λm,δpvq “ inf
 
Qmpuq , u P Vv,δ
(
, Qmpuq “ }∇u}2L2pVδq `m2}u}2L2pVδq ,
where1 Qm is defined in (1.5), Vδ “ tx P Ω1 : distpx,Γq ă δu and
Vv,δ “
 
u P H1pVδ,C4q s.t. u “ v on Γ and upxq “ 0 if distpx,Γq “ δ
(
.
2.1.1. Existence and uniqueness.
Lemma 2.2. The minimizers associated with (1.5) and (2.1) exist and are unique.
Proof. Let punq and puδ,nq be minimizing sequences for Λmpvq and Λm,δpvq respec-
tively. These two sequences are uniformly bounded inH1 so that up to subsequences,
they converge weakly to u P H1pΩ1q and vδ P H1pVδq. By Rellich - Kondrachov com-
pactness Theorem and the interpolation inequality, the sequences converges strongly
in Hsloc for any s P r0, 1q. The trace theorem ensures then that the convergence also
holds in L2locpΓq and L2locpBVδq so that u P Vv and uδ P Vv,δ. Since
Λmpvq “ lim
nÑ`8
Qmpunq ě Qmpuq ě Λmpvq
and
Λm,δpvq “ lim
nÑ`8
Qmpuδ,nq ě Qmpuδ,nq ě Λm,δpvq,
u and uδ are minimizers.
Since V and Vδ are convex sets and the quadratic form Qm is a strictly convex
function, the uniqueness follows.

Notation 2.3. The unique minimizers associated with Λmpvq and Λm,δpvq are de-
noted by umpvq and um,δpvq, respectively, or um and um,δ when the dependence on
v is clear.
1Note that, since Ω is a smooth set, there exists δ0 ą 0 such that, for all δ P p0, δ0q, the set Vδ
has the same regularity as Ω.
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2.1.2. Euler-Lagrange equations. The following lemma gathers some properties re-
lated to the Euler-Lagrange equations.
Lemma 2.4. For all δ ą 0, m ą 0 and v P H1pΩq, the following holds.
(i) p´∆`m2qum “ 0 and p´∆`m2qum,δ “ 0,
(ii) Λmpvq “ ´ xBnum, umyΓ and Λm,δpvq “ ´ xBnum,δ, um,δyΓ,
(iii) Qmpuq “ Λmpvq `Qmpu´ umq for all u P Vv,
Qmpuq “ Λm,δpvq `Qmpu´ um,δq for all u P Vv,δ,
where Λmpvq and Vv are defined in (1.5).
Proof. Let v P H10 pΩ1q. The function
R Q t ÞÑ Qmpum ` tvq
has a minimum at t “ 0. Hence, the Euler-Lagrange equation is p´∆`m2qum “ 0.
The same proof holds for um,δ . The second point follows from integrations by parts.
And for the last point, let u P Vv. We have, by an integration by parts,
Qmpu´ umq “ Qmpuq `Qmpumq ´ 2Re xu, p´∆`m2qumyΩ1 ` 2 xum, BnumyΓ
“ Qmpuq ´ Λmpvq
and the result follows. The same proof works for Λm,δpvq.

2.2. Agmon estimates. This section is devoted to the decay properties of the
minimizers in the regime mÑ `8.
We will need the following localization formulas.
Lemma 2.5. Let χ be any real bounded Lipschitz function on Ω1.Then,
(2.2) Qmpumχq “ ´ xBnum, χ2umyΓ ` }p∇χqum}2L2pΩ1q.
The same holds for um,δ.
Proof. By definition, we have
Qmpumχq “ m2}χum}2L2pΩ1q ` }p∇χqum ` χp∇umq}2L2pΩ1q
“ m2}χum}2L2pΩ1q ` }p∇χqum}2L2pΩ1q ` }χp∇umq}2L2pΩ1q ` 2Re xumχ,∇χ ¨∇umyΩ1 .
Then, by an integration by parts,
}χp∇umq}2L2pΩ1q “ ´xBnum, χ2umyΓ ´ 2Re xumχ,∇χ ¨∇umyΩ1 ` Re x´∆um, χ2umyΩ1 .
It remains to use Lemma 2.4 to get
Qmpumχq “ ´ xBnum, χ2umyΓ ` }p∇χqum}2L2pΩ1q.
The conclusion follows. 
We can now establish the following important proposition.
Proposition 2.6. Let γ P p0, 1q. There exist δ0 ą 0, and C1, C2 ą 0 such that, for
all δ P p0, δ0q and all m ą 0,
(2.3) }emγdistp¨,Γqum}2L2pΩ1q ď C1}um}2L2pΩ1q ,
and, for all v P Vv,
(2.4) p1´ e´γm1{2C2m´1qΛm,m´1{2pvq ď Λmpvq ď Λm,δpvq .
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Proof. Let us first prove (2.3). Given ε ą 0, we define
Φ : x ÞÑ minpγdistpx,Γq, ε´1q,
χm : x ÞÑ emΦpxq.
Let c ą 1 and R ą 0. Let χ1,m,R, χ2,m,R be a smooth quadratic partition of the unity
such that
χ1,m,Rpxq “
#
1 if distpx,Γq ď R{2m
0 if distpx,Γq ě R{m
and, for k P t1, 2u,
}∇χk,m,R}L8pΩ1q ď 2mc
R
.
Since χm is a bounded, Lipschitz function and is equal to 1 on Γ, we get umχm P Vv.
By definition and using (2.2), we get
Λmpvq “ Qmpumq “ ´ xBnum, umyΓ “ Qmpumχmq ´ }p∇χmqum}2L2pΩ1q .
Then, we use the fact that ∇pχ21,m,R ` χ22,m,Rq “ 0 to get
Qmpumq “ Qmpumχmχ1,m,Rq `Qmpumχmχ2,m,Rq ´ }p∇χmqum}2L2pΩ1q
´ }p∇χ1,m,Rqχmum}2L2pΩ1q ´ }p∇χ2,m,Rqχmum}2L2pΩ1q .
Since Qmpumχmχ1,m,Rq ě Λmpvq and
Qmpumχmχ2,m,Rq ě m2
∥
∥umχmχ2,m,R
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q
“ m2‖umχm‖2L2pΩ1q ´m2
∥
∥umχmχ1,m,R
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q ,
we get that
m2
´
1´ γ2 ´ 8c
2
R2
¯
‖umχm‖
2
L2pΩ1q ď m2
∥
∥umχmχ1,m,R
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q
ď m2e2mminp γRm , 1εq‖um‖2L2pΩ1q ď m2e2γR‖um‖2L2pΩ1q .
Taking R ą 0 big enough to get 1´ γ2 ´ 8c2
R2
ą 0, we get that
‖umχm‖
2
L2pΩ1q ď C‖um‖2L2pΩ1q
where C does not depend on ε. Taking the limit εÑ 0 and using the Fatou lemma
we obtain (2.3).
Let us now prove (2.4). We have for any δ P p0, δ0q that Vv,δ Ă Vv so that
Λmpvq ď Λm,δpvq.
Let us consider a Lipschitz function χ˜m : Ω
1 Ñ r0, 1s defined for all x P Ω1 by
χ˜mpxq “
#
1 if distpx,Γq ď 1
2m1{2
0 if distpx,Γq ě 1
m1{2
,
with }∇χ˜m}L8pΩ1q ď 2cm1{2. Thanks to (2.2), we find
(2.5) Λm,m´1{2pvq ď Qmpumχ˜mq “ Λmpvq ` }um∇χ˜m}2L2pΩ1q .
Then, by (2.3) we have
}um∇χ˜m}2L2pΩ1q ď e´γm
1{2
4c2m}emγdistp¨,Γqum}2L2pΩ1q ď C1e´γm
1{2
4c2m}um}2L2pΩ1q .
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Observing that
m}um}2L2pΩ1q ď m´1Λmpvq ,
and using (2.5) we easily get (2.4). 
2.3. Optimization problem in a tubular neighborhood. From Proposition 2.6,
we see that, in order to estimate Λmpvq, it is sufficient to estimate Λm,m´1{2pvq. For
that purpose, we will use tubular coordinates.
2.3.1. Tubular coordinates. Let ι be the canonical embedding of Γ in R3 and g
the induced metric on Γ. pΓ, gq is a C4 Riemannian manifold, which we orientate
according to the ambient space. Let us introduce the map Φ : Γˆp0, δq Ñ Vδ defined
by the formula
Φps, tq “ ιpsq ` tnpsq
where Vδ is defined in (2.1) below. The transformation Φ is a C
3 diffeomorphism for
any δ P p0, δ0q provided that δ0 is sufficiently small. The induced metric on Γˆp0, δq
is given by
G “ g ˝ pId` tLpsqq2 ` dt2 ,
where Lpsq “ dns is the second fundamental form of the boundary at s. Let us
now describe how our optimization problem is transformed under the change of
coordinates. For all u P L2pVδq, we define the pull-back function
(2.6) rups, tq :“ upΦps, tqq.
For all u P H1pVδq, we have
(2.7)
ż
Vδ
|u|2 dx “
ż
Γˆp0,δq
|rups, tq|2 a˜ dΓ dt ,
(2.8)
ż
Vδ
|∇u|2 dx “
ż
Γˆp0,δq
”
x∇sru, g˜´1∇sruy ` |Btru|2ı a˜ dΓ dt .
where
g˜ “ `Id` tLpsq˘2 ,
and a˜ps, tq “ |g˜ps, tq| 12 . Here x¨, ¨y is the Euclidean scalar product and ∇s is the
differential on Γ seen through the metric g. Since Lpsq P R2ˆ2, we have the exact
formula
(2.9) a˜ps, tq “ 1` tκpsq ` t2Kpsq
where κ and K are defined in Notation 1.1. In the following, we assume that
(2.10) δ “ m´1{2 .
In particular, we will use (2.7) and (2.8) with this particular choice of δ.
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2.3.2. The rescaled transition optimization problem in boundary coordinates. We in-
troduce the rescaling
ps, τq “ ps,mtq ,
and the new weights
(2.11) pamps, τq “ a˜ps,m´1τq , pgmps, τq “ g˜ps,m´1τq .
Note that there exists m1 ě 1 such that for all m ě m1, s P Γ and τ P r0, m1{2q,pamps, τq ě 1{2. We setpVm “ Γˆ p0,?mq ,pVm “ tu P H1ppVm,C4;pam dΓ dτq : up¨,?mq “ 0u ,pQmpuq “ m´1 żpVm
´
x∇su, pg´1m ∇suy `m2|Bτu|2¯pam dΓ dτ
`m
ż
pVm |u|
2pam dΓ dτ ,
xLm “ ´m´1pa´1m ∇sppampg´1m ∇sq `m `´pa´1m BτpamBτ ` 1˘ .
(2.12)
Notation 2.7. Let m ě m1, k,K P R and define
am,κ,K : p0,
?
mq ÝÑ R
τ ÞÝÑ 1` τκ
m
` τ
2K
m2
.
We let
(2.13) A “ }κ}L8pΓq and B “ }K}L8pΓq .
Remark 2.8. We can assume (up to taking a larger m1) that for any
pm, κ,Kq P rm1,`8q ˆ r´A,As ˆ r´B,Bs,
we have am,κ,Kpτq ě 1{2 for all τ P p0,
?
mq.
In the following, we assume that m ě m1.
2.4. One dimensional optimization problem with parameters. We denote
by pQm,κ,K the “tranversed” quadratic form defined for u P H1pp0,?mq, am,κ,K dτq
by pQm,κ,Kpuq “ ż ?m
0
´
|Bτu|2 ` |u|2
¯
am,κ,K dτ.
We let
(2.14) Λm,κ,K “ inft pQm,κ,Kpuq : u P pVm,κ,Ku
where pVm,κ,K “  u P H1pp0,?mq, am,κ,K dτq : up0q “ 1, up?mq “ 0( .
The following lemma follows from the same arguments as for Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.9. There is a unique minimizer um,κ,K for the optimization problem
(2.14).
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Lemma 2.10. Let u, v P H1pp0,?mq, am,κ,K dτq be such that up
?
mq “ vp?mq “ 0.
We have ż ?m
0
xBτu, Bτvyam,κ,K dτ `
ż ?m
0
xu, vyam,κ,K dτ
“
ż ?m
0
A pLm,κ,Ku, vEam,κ,K dτ ´ xBτup0q, vp0qy ,(2.15)
where pLm,κ,K “ ´a´1m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ ` 1 “ ´B2τ ´ m´1κ`m´22Kτ1`m´1κτ `m´2Kτ 2 Bτ ` 1 .
Proof. The lemma follows essentially by integration by parts and Notation 2.7. 
Lemma 2.11. We have that um,κ,K P C8pr0,
?
msq andpLm,κ,Kum,κ,K “ 0 , Λm,κ,K “ ´Bτum,κ,Kp0q ,
where um,κ,K is defined in Lemma 2.9. Moreover, for all u P pVm,κ,K,pQm,κ,Kpuq “ Λm,κ,K ` pQm,κ,Kpu´ um,κ,Kq .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.10.

The aim of this section is to establish an accurate estimate of Λm,κ,K .
Proposition 2.12. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that for all
pm, κ,Kq P rm1,`8q ˆ r´A,As ˆ r´B,Bs,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇΛm,κ,K ´
¨˝
1` κ
2m
` 1
m2
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď Cm´3 ,
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ?m
0
|um,κ,K|2am,κ,K dτ ´ 1
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cm´1 .
Proof. By Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11, the unique solution um,κ,K of the problem satisfies˜
´B2τ ´
m´1κ`m´22Kτ
1`m´1κτ `m´2Kτ 2 Bτ ` 1
¸
um,κ,K “ 0.
We expand formally um,κ,K as u0 `m´1u1 `m´2u2 ` Opm´3q:
(i) For the zero order term, we get
p´B2τ ` 1qu0 “ 0 and u0p1q “ 1, lim
τÑ8
u0pτq “ 0,
so that u0pτq “ e´τ .
(ii) At the first order,
p´B2τ ` 1qu1 “ κBτu0 “ ´κe´τ and u1p1q “ 0, lim
τÑ8
u1pτq “ 0,
so that u1pτq “ ´κ2 τe´τ .
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(iii) At the second order,
p´B2τ ` 1qu2 “ κBτu1 ` pκ2 ´ 2KqτBτu0 “ ´
κ2
2
e´τ `
˜
3κ2
2
´ 2K
¸
τe´τ ,
u2p0q “ 0 and lim
τÑ8
u2pτq “ 0,
so that u2pτq “
´
κ2
8
´ K
2
¯
τe´τ `
´
3κ2
8
´ K
2
¯
τ 2e´τ .
This formal construction leads to define a possible approximation of um,κ,K. Consider
vm,κ,Kpτq :“ χmpτq
`
u0pτq `m´1u1pτq `m´2u2pτq
˘
,
χmpτq “ χpτ{
?
mq ,(2.16)
where χ : R` ÞÑ r0, 1s is a smooth function such that
χpτq “
#
1 if τ P r0, 1{2s
0 if τ ě 1 .
In the following, we denote vm “ vm,κ,K to shorten the notation. We immediately
get that vm belongs to pVm,κ,K . Note that
(2.17) ´ Bτvmp0q “ 1` κ
2m
`m´2
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸
,
(2.18) } pLm,κ,Kvm}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq “ Opm´3q .
Using Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11, we have
Λm,κ,K “
ż ?m
0
A
Bτum,κ,K, Bτvm
E
am,κ,K dτ `
ż ?m
0
A
um,κ,K, vm
E
am,κ,K dτ ,
and
Λm,κ,K “
ż ?m
0
A pLm,κ,Kvm, um,κ,KEam,κ,K dτ ´ Bτvmp0q .
By Lemma 2.10, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.17), and (2.18),
ˇˇ
Λm,κ,K ´
¨˝
1` κ
2m
`m´2
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ?m
0
A pLm,κ,Kvm, um,κ,KEam,κ,K dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď } pLm,κ,Kvm}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq}um,κ,K}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq
ď Λ
1
2
m,κ,K} pLm,κ,Kvm}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq
ď Cm´3Λ
1
2
m,κ,K .
From this, it follows first that Λm,κ,K “ Op1q uniformly in pκ,Kq, and then the first
estimate of the proposition is established. Using Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11, the fact
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that vmp0q ´ um,κ,Kp0q “ 0 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we havepQm,κ,Kpvm ´ um,κ,Kq
ď } pLm,κ,Kpvm ´ um,κ,Kq}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq}vm ´ um,κ,K}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq
ď Cm´3}vm ´ um,κ,K}L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq .
The second estimate follows since
}vm ´ um,κ,K}2L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq ď pQm,κ,Kpvm ´ um,κ,Kq ,
and }vm}2L2pp0,?mq,am,κ,K dτq “ 12 ` Opm´1q.

2.5. Asymptotic study of Λm,m´1{2pvq. From Proposition 2.12 and (2.12), we de-
duce the following lower bound.
Corollary 2.13. There exists C ą 0 such that for any v P H1pΩq,
op1q ě Λm,m´1{2pvq ´
ˆ
m}v}2L2pΓq `
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ
˙
ě ´C
m
}v}2L2pΓq ,
and
Cm‖v‖2H1pΩq ě Λm,m´1{2pvq .
Here, the term op1q depends on v (not only on the H1 norm of v).
Proof. By Proposition 2.12, the lower bound follows. By the extension theorem
for Sobolev functions (see for instance [7, Section 5.4.]), there exist a constant
C ą 0 and, for all v P H1, a function Ev P H1pR3q that extends v and such
that ‖Ev‖H1pR3q ď C‖v‖H1pΩq. Let us define the test function um by um “ vrum
where
rumpΦps, tqq “
#
vm,κpsq,Kpsqpmtq for all ps, tq P Γ ˆ r0, m´1{2s ,
0 for all ps, tq P Γˆ rm´1{2,`8q .
Here, the function vm is defined in (2.16). With an integration by parts, Lemmas
2.10, 2.11 and Proposition 2.12, we get
Qmpumq “‖rum∇v ` v∇rum‖2L2pΩ1q `m2‖vrum‖2L2pΩ1q
“‖rum∇v‖2L2pΩ1q `‖v∇rum‖2L2pΩ1q ` 2Re xrum∇v, v∇rumyΩ1 `m2‖vrum‖2L2pΩ1q
“‖rum∇v‖2L2pΩ1q ` xrumv, v `´∆ `m2˘ rumyΩ1 ´ xvBnrum, vrumyΓ
ď‖rum∇v‖2L2pΩ1q ` xrumv, v `´∆ `m2˘ rumyΩ1
`m‖v‖2L2pΓq `
ż
Γ
|v|2κ{2 dΓ` C‖v‖2L2pΓq {m.
Since rum is uniformly bounded in W 2,8pΩq and pointwise converges to 0 with its
derivatives in the tangential direction, Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
ensures that‖rum∇v‖2L2pΩ1q and xrumv, v `´∆ `m2˘ rumyΩ1 tend to 0 as m goes to `8.
We obtain that
lim sup
mÑ`8
ˆ
Λm,m´1{2 ´m‖v‖2L2pΓq ´
ż
Γ
|v|2κ{2 dΓ
˙
ď 0 .

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With Proposition 2.6, this proves in particular (i) in Proposition 2.1. This section
is devoted to the refinement of this lower bound and to the corresponding upper
bound.
2.5.1. Preliminary lemmas. Let us state a few elementary lemmas that we will use
later.
Lemma 2.14. There exists C ą 0 such that, for all f, g P H 32 pΓq, we have
}fg}
H
3
2 pΓq ď C}f}H 32 pΓq}g}H 32 pΓq .
Proof. H
3
2 pΓq is an algebra since 3
2
ą dimΓ
2
“ 1. 
Lemma 2.15. There exists C ą 0 such that, for all f P H 32 pΓq, we have
}f}
H
1
2 pΓq ď C}f}
1
2
L2pΓq}f}
1
2
H1pΓq .
Lemma 2.16. There exists C ą 0 such that, for all f P H 12 pΓ, TΓq and g P
H1pΓ,Cq, we have ˇˇˇˇż
Γ
f ¨∇sg dΓ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C}f}
H
1
2 pΓq}g}H 12 pΓq .
2.5.2. Lower and upper bounds.
Notation 2.17. In the following, we definepΠm :H1pΩ,C4q ÝÑ pVm
v ÞÝÑ rps, τq P pVm ÞÑ vpsqum,κpsq,Kpsqpτq P C4s
where um,κpsq,Kpsq is defined by Proposition 2.12 with κ “ κpsq and K “ Kpsq.
Lemma 2.18. We have, uniformly in s,ż ?m
0
|∇sum,κp¨q,Kp¨q|2 dτ “ Opm´2q .
Proof. We have ´
´a´1m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ ` 1
¯
um,κ,K “ 0 .
Let us take the derivative with respect to s:´
´a´1m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ ` 1
¯
∇sum,κ,K “
”
∇s, a
´1
m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ
ı
um,κ,K .
Taking the scalar product with ∇sum,κ,K and integrating by parts by noticing that
∇sum,κ,Kp0q “ 0, we getż ?m
0
|Bτ∇sum,κ,K|2am,κ,K dτ ` }∇sum,κ,K}2L2pam,κ,K dτq
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
B”
∇s, a
´1
m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ
ı
um,κ,K,∇sum,κ,K
F
L2pam,κ,K dτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
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By an explicit computation and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we findˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
B”
∇s, a
´1
m,κ,KBτam,κ,KBτ
ı
um,κ,K,∇sum,κ,K
F
L2pam,κ,K dτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď Cm´1}Bτum,κ,K}L2pam,κ,K dτq}∇sum,κ,K}L2pam,κ,K dτq .
Since
}Bτum,κ,K}L2pam,κ,K dτq ď
a
Λm,κ,K ,
we get ż ?m
0
|Bτ∇sum,κ,K|2am,κ,K dτ ` }∇sum,κ,K}2L2pam,κ,K dτq ď Cm´2 .

Proposition 2.19. There exist positive constants C ą 0 and m1 ą 0 such that for
all m ě m1, and all v P H2pΩq,ˇˇ
Λm,m´1{2pvq ´ rΛmpvqˇˇˇ ď Cm´3{2}v}2H3{2pΓq ,
where
rΛmpvq “ m ż
Γ
|v|2 dΓ`
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ`m´1
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sv|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸
|v|2‚˛dΓ.
More precisely, for all u P pVm such that u “ v on Γ,
pQmpuq ě rΛmpvq ´ C
m3{2
}v}2
H3{2pΓq `
m
2
}u´ pΠmv}2L2ppVm,dΓdτq
` 1
2m
}∇s
´
u´ pΠmv¯ }2L2ppVm, dΓdτq ,
and pQmppΠmpvqq ď rΛmpvq ` Cm´3{2 ´}v}2L2pΓq ` }∇sv}2L2pΓq¯ .
Proof. Let v P H2pΩq.
First, let us discuss the upper bound. For that purpose, we insert pΠmv in the
quadratic form:
pQmppΠmvq “ m ż
Γ
pQm,κp¨q,Kp¨qppΠmvq dΓ`m´1 żpVmx∇spΠmv,pg´1m ∇spΠmvypam dΓ dτ .
We have
m
ż
Γ
pQm,κp¨q,Kp¨qppΠmvq dΓ “ m ż
Γ
|v|2Λm,κp¨q,Kp¨q dΓ ,
and ż
pVmx∇spΠmv,pg´1m ∇spΠmvypam dΓ dτ ď p1` Cm´ 12 q
ż
pVm |∇spΠmv|2 dΓ dτ .
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Moreover, for all ε ą 0,ż
pVm |∇spΠmv|2 dΓ dτ ď p1` εq
ż
Γ
|∇sv|2
ż ?m
0
|um,κp¨q,Kp¨q|2 dτ dΓ
` p1` ε´1q
ż
Γ
}v}2
ż ?m
0
|∇sum,κp¨q,Kp¨q|2 dτ dΓ .
We recall Lemma 2.18. We choose ε “ m´1 and recall Proposition 2.12 to getż
pVm |∇spΠmv|2 dΓ dτ ď p1` Cm´1q12
ż
Γ
}∇sv}2 dΓ` Cm´1}v}2L2pΓq .
Therefore,
pQmppΠmvq ď m ż
Γ
|v|2Λm,κp¨q,Kp¨q dΓ`m´11` Cm
´ 1
2
2
ż
Γ
|∇sv|2 dΓ`Cm´2}v}2L2pΓq .
It remains to use Proposition 2.12 to get the desired upper bound. Let us now
discuss the lower bound. Let u P pVm such that u “ v on Γ. By Lemma 2.11, we
have pQmpuq “ m ż
Γ
pQm,κp¨q,Kp¨qpuq dΓ`m´1 żpVmx∇su,pg´1m ∇suypam dΓ dτ
“ m
ż
Γ
|v|2Λm,κp¨q,Kp¨q dΓ`m
ż
Γ
pQm,κp¨q,Kp¨qpu´ pΠmvq dΓ
`m´1
ż
pVmx∇su,pg´1m ∇suypam dΓ dτ .
Thus,
pQmpuq ě m ż
Γ
|v|2Λm,κp¨q,Kp¨q dΓ`m
´
1´ Cm´ 12
¯
}u´ pΠmv}2L2ppVm,dΓdτq
`m´1
´
1´ Cm´ 12
¯ ż
pVm |∇su|
2 dΓ dτ .
We have
(2.19)
ż
pVm |∇su|
2 dΓ dτ “
ż
pVm |∇spΠmv|2 dΓ dτ `
ż
pVm
ˇˇˇ
∇s
´
u´ pΠmv¯ ˇˇˇ2 dΓ dτ
` 2Re
ż
pVm
A
∇spΠmv,∇s ´u´ pΠmv¯E dΓ dτ.
By Lemmas 2.16 and 2.14,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ2Re
ż
pVm
A
∇spΠmv,∇s ´u´ pΠmv¯E dΓ dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C}v}H3{2pΓq ›››u´ pΠmv›››H1{2ppVm, dΓdτq .
Then, with Lemma 2.15, we get, for all ε0 ą 0,
(2.20)
ˇˇˇ
2Re
ż
pVm
A
∇spΠmv,∇s ´u´ pΠmv¯E dΓ dτ ˇˇˇ
ď Cm´1ε´10 }v}2H3{2pΓq`m2ε0p1`m´2q
›››u´ pΠmv›››2
L2ppVm,dΓdτq`ε0
››››∇s ´u´ pΠmv¯››››2
L2ppVm, dΓdτq .
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Using (2.19) and (2.20), we get that
pQmpuq ě m ż
Γ
|v|2 dΓ`
ż
Γ
κ
2
|v|2 dΓ`m´1
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sv|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸
|v|2‚˛dΓ
´ C
m3{2
pε´10 ` 1q}v}2H3{2pΓq `m
ˆ
1´ ε0 ´ C
m1{2
˙
}u´ pΠmv}2L2ppVm, dΓdτq
`m´1
ˆ
1´ ε0 ´ C
m1{2
˙
}∇s
´
u´ pΠmv¯ }2L2ppVm, dΓdτq.
Taking ε0 “ 3{4 and m large enough, we get the result. 
2.6. End of the proof of Proposition 2.1. Item (ii) of Proposition 2.1 follows
from Propositions 2.19 and 2.6. It remains to prove (iii). Consider the minimizer
um and a cut off function χm supported in a neighborhood of size m
´ 1
2 near the
boundary. Then, we let
uˇmps, τq “ pχmumq ˝ Φps,m´1τq .
Let us use the lower bound in Proposition 2.19:
pQmpuˇmq ě rΛmpvq ` m
2
}uˇm ´ pΠmv}2L2ppVm, dΓdτq ´ Cm3{2 }v}2H3{2pΓq .
As in the proof of Lemma 2.5 and recalling Item (ii) in Lemma 2.4, we get
pQmpuˇmq “ Q
m,m´
1
2
pχmumq “ rΛmpvq ` }p∇χmqum}2 “ p1` Ope´cm 12 qqrΛmpvq ,
where we used (2.3).
We deduce that
}uˇm ´ pΠmv}2L2ppVm,dΓdτq ď Cm5{2 }v}2H3{2pΓq .
Thus ˇˇˇ
}uˇm}L2ppVm, dΓdτq ´ }pΠmv}L2ppVm,dΓdτq ˇˇˇ ď Cm5{4 }v}H3{2pΓq .
Using Proposition 2.12, we get thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ}pΠmv}2L2ppVm, dΓdτq ´ }v}
2
L2pΓq
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cm´1}v}2L2pΓq .
Therefore ˇˇˇˇ
ˇm}χmum}2L2pVm,dxq ´ }v}
2
L2pΓq
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cm´1}v}2H3{2pΓq .
We remove χm by using (2.3) and Item (iii) follows.
3. A vectorial Laplacian with Robin-type boundary conditions
In this section, we study the vectorial Laplacian Lintm associated with the quadratic
form Qintm defined in section 1.3.3.
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3.1. Preliminaries : proof of Lemma 1.10. We recall that the domain of Lintm is
the set of the u P H1pΩ;C4q such that the linear application
H1pΩ;C4q Q v ÞÑ Qintm pv, uq P C
is continuous for the L2-norm. By using the Green-Riemann formula, we get that
the domain is given by
tu P H1pΩ;C4q : ´∆u P L2pΩ;C4q , pB
n
` κ{2`m0 ` 2mΞ´qu “ 0 on Γu .
By a classical regularity theorem, we deduce that the domain is included inH2pΩ;C4q.
The compactness of the resolvent and the discreteness of the spectrum immediately
follow.
3.2. Asymptotics of the eigenvalues. In this section, we describe the first terms
in the asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalues of Lintm . This is the aim of the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.1. The following properties hold.
(i) For any k P N˚, limmÑ`8 λintk,m “ λ2k.
Let λ be an eigenvalue of |HΩ| of multiplicity k1 P N˚. Consider k0 P N such that
for all k P t1, . . . , k1u, λk0`k “ λ.
(ii) For all k P t1, 2, . . . , k1u, we have
λintk0`k,m “ λ2 `
µλ,k
m
` o
ˆ
1
m
˙
where
(3.1) µλ,k :“ inf
V Ă kerp|HΩ| ´ λq,
dimV “ k,
sup
v P V,
‖v‖L2pΩq “ 1,
´‖pBn ` κ{2`m0qv‖
2
L2pΓq
2
.
(iii) Let puk0`1, . . . , uk0`k1q be a H1-weak limit of a sequence
puk0`1,m, . . . , uk0`k1,mqmą0
of L2-orthonormal eigenvectors of Lintm associated with the eigenvalues
pλintk0`1,m, . . . , λintk0`k1,mq .
Then, we have for all v P kerp|HΩ| ´ λq that,
´1
2
‖pB
n
` κ{2 `m0qv‖2L2pΓq “
k1ÿ
k“1
| xv, uk0`kyΩ |2µλ,k .
Here, pλkqkPN˚ is defined in Notation 1.5 and pλintk,mqkPN˚ in Notation 1.11.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since DompHΩq Ă DompQintm q, we have
(3.2) λ2k ě λintk,m
for all k P N˚ and all m ą 0.
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3.3.1. Lower bounds.
Lemma 3.2. Let k P N. The following properties hold:
(i) For all j P t1, 2, . . . , ku, limmÑ`8 λintj,m “ λ2j .
(ii) For all subsequence pmnqnPN˚ going to `8 as n Ñ `8, all L2-orthonormal
family of eigenvectors pu1,mn , . . . , uk,mnq of Lintmn associated with pλint1,mn , . . . , λintk,mnq
such that the sequence pu1,mn , . . . , uk,mnqnPN˚ converges weakly in H1, then the
sequence pu1,mn, . . . , uk,mnqnPN˚ converges strongly in H1 and
(3.3) lim
nÑ`8
mn
∥
∥Ξ´uj,mn
∥
∥
2
L2pΓq “ 0
for all j P t1, . . . , ku.
Proof. Let us prove (i) and (ii) by induction on k P N˚.
Case k “ 0. There is nothing to prove.
Case k ą 0. Assume that (i) and (ii) are valid for some k P N.
Let pu1,m, . . . , uk`1,mq be an L2-orthonormal family of eigenvectors of Lintm associ-
ated with pλint1,m, . . . , λintk`1,mq. By (3.2) and the trace Theorem [7, Section 5.5], the
sequence pu1,m, . . . , uk`1,mqmą0 is bounded in H1pΩ;C4qk`1, and
(3.4) λ2k`1 ě lim sup
mÑ`8
λintk`1,m ě lim inf
mÑ`8
λintk`1,m.
Hence there exists a subsequence pmnqnPN˚ going to `8 as nÑ `8 such that
lim
nÑ`8
λintk`1,mn “ lim infmÑ`8 λ
int
k`1,m
and pu1,mn , . . . , uk`1,mnqnPN˚ converges weakly in H1pΩ;C4q to pu1, . . . , uk`1q.
Using the induction assumption, we get that pu1,mn, . . . , uk,mnqnPN˚ converges
strongly in H1pΩ;C4q to pu1, . . . , ukq, limmÑ`8 λintj,m “ λ2j and
lim
nÑ`8
m
∥
∥Ξ´uj,mn
∥
∥
2
L2pΓq “ 0
for all j P t1, . . . , ku. By Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem [7, Section 5.7], the sequence
puk`1,mnq converges strongly in L2pΩ;C4q. This implies that pu1, . . . , uk`1q is an
L2-orthonormal family. In addition, for all j1, j2 P t1, . . . , k ` 1u, j1 ‰ j2, and all
n P N˚,
0 “ Re x∇uj1,mn,∇uj2,mnyΩ `m20Re xuj1,mn , uj2,mnyΩ
` Re xpκ{2`m0quj1,mn, uj2,mnyΓ ` 2mnRe xΞ´uj1,mn,Ξ´uj2,mnyΓ
and taking the limit nÑ `8,
0 “ Re x∇uj1,∇uj2yΩ `m20Re xuj1, uj2yΩ ` Re xpκ{2`m0quj1, uj2yΓ .
Since
lim
nÑ`8
Qintmnpuj,mnq “ λ2j “ Qintpujq
for all j P t1, . . . , ku, where Qint is defined in (1.3), we deduce that the pujq1ďjďk are
normalized eigenfunctions associated with pλ2jq1ďjďk. By the min-max theorem, we
get
lim inf
nÑ`8
Qintmnpuk`1,mnq ě Qintpuk`1q ě λ2k`1 .
We deduce that
lim
mÑ`8
λintk`1,m “ λ2k`1 .
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We also get that
lim
nÑ`8
∥
∥∇uk`1,mn
∥
∥
L2pΩq “‖∇uk`1‖L2pΩq
and the strong convergence follows. Note that limmÑ`8 λintk`1,m “ λ2k`1 implies that
the previous arguments are valid for any weakly converging subsequence and Items
(i) and (ii) follow for k ` 1. 
3.3.2. A technical lemma. The following lemma is essential in the proof of Items (ii)
and (iii).
Lemma 3.3. Let k P N˚ and m ą 0. Let u resp. uk,m be a L2-normalized eigen-
function of |HΩ| resp. Lintm associated with the eigenvalues λ resp. λintk,m. Then
(3.5) mpλintk,m ´ λ2q xuk,m, uyΩ “ ´1{2 xpBn ` κ{2`m0quk,m, pBn ` κ{2`m0quyΓ .
Proof. Since
Ξ`pB
n
` κ{2 `m0qu “ 0, Ξ´u “ 0,
Ξ`pB
n
` κ{2 `m0quk,m “ 0, Ξ´pBn ` κ{2`m0 ` 2mquk,m “ 0 on Γ ,
an integration by parts gives
pλintk,m ´ λ2q xuk,m, uyΩ “ xp´∆`m20quk,m, uyΩ ´ xuk,m, p´∆`m20quyΩ
“ ´xB
n
uk,m, uyΓ ` xuk,m, BnuyΓ
“ ´xpB
n
` κ{2`m0quk,m, uyΓ ` xuk,m, pBn ` κ{2`m0quyΓ
“ xΞ´uk,m,Ξ´pBn ` κ{2 `m0quyΓ
“ ´1{2m xΞ´pB
n
` κ{2 `m0quk,m,Ξ´pBn ` κ{2 `m0quyΓ .

3.3.3. Proof of Items (ii) and (iii). Let also pu1,mn , . . . , uk0`k1,mnqnPN˚ be a sequence
of L2-orthonormal eigenvectors of Lintmn that converges strongly in H
1pΩ;C4qk0`k1 to
an L2-orthonormal family pu1, . . . , uk0`k1q of eigenvectors of |HΩ|. We have
spanpuk0`1, . . . , uk0`k1q “ kerp|HΩ| ´ λq .
By (3.5), we have for all v “ řk1k“1 akuk0`k,
´ 1{2‖pB
n
` κ{2`m0qv‖2L2pΓq “
k1ÿ
k,j“1
akaj xpBn ` κ{2 `m0quk0`k, pBn ` κ{2`m0quk0`jyΓ
“ lim
nÑ`8
k1ÿ
k,j“1
akaj xpBn ` κ{2`m0quk0`k,mn, pBn ` κ{2`m0quk0`jyΓ
“ lim
nÑ`8
k1ÿ
k,j“1
akajmnpλintk0`k,mn ´ λ2q xuk0`k,mn, uk0`jyΩ
“ lim
nÑ`8
k1ÿ
k,j“1
akajmnpλintk0`k,mn ´ λ2q xuk0`k, uk0`jyΩ
“ lim
nÑ`8
k1ÿ
k“1
|ak|2mnpλintk0`k,mn ´ λ2q .
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We deduce that for all k P t1, . . . , k1u,
lim
nÑ`8
mnpλintk0`k,mn ´ λ2q “ ´
‖pB
n
` κ{2 `m0quk0`k‖2L2pΓq
2
“ inf
V Ă kerp|HΩ| ´ λq,
dimV “ k,
sup
v P V,
‖v‖L2pΩq “ 1,
´‖pBn ` κ{2`m0qv‖
2
L2pΓq
2
“ µλ,k ,
so that
lim
mÑ`8
mpλintk0`k,m ´ λ2q “ µλ,k .
The conclusion follows.
4. Proof of the main theorem
4.1. First term in the asymptotic. In this part, we work in the energy space
without using any regularity result as Lemma 4.2.
4.1.1. Upper bound. Let K P N˚ and pϕ1, . . . , ϕKq be an L2-orthonormal family of
eigenvectors of |HΩ| associated with the eigenvalues pλ1, . . . , λKq. Using Proposition
2.1, we extend these functions outside Ω by
ruj,m “ #uj on Ω ,
um`m0pujq on Ω1 ,
for j P t1, . . . , Ku. By Proposition 2.1, we get that
∥
∥ruj,m∥∥2L2pΩ1q ď pm`m0q´2Λm`m0pujq ď Cm`m0 .
so that ru1,m, . . . , ruK,m are linearly independent vectors. Let a1, . . . , aK P C. Let us
denote ϕam :“
řK
j“1 ajruj,m. By Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 2.1, we have
‖Hmϕ
a
m‖
2
L2pR3q “‖∇ϕam‖2L2pΩq `m20‖ϕam‖2L2pΩq ´mRexBψ, ψyΓ ` Λm`m0pϕamq
ď Qint
¨˝
Kÿ
j“1
ajuj‚˛` op1q “ Kÿ
j“1
|aj|2λ2j ` op1q ď λ2K
Kÿ
j“1
|aj |2 ` op1q .
We deduce that
(4.1) lim sup
mÑ`8
λ2K,m ď lim sup
mÑ`8
sup
ϕam P spanpru1,m, . . . , ruK,mq∥
∥ϕam
∥
∥
L2pR3q
“ 1
‖Hmϕ
a
m‖
2
L2pR3q ď λ2K .
4.1.2. Lower bound and convergence. Let K P N˚ and pϕ1,m, . . . , ϕK,mq be an L2-
orthonormal family of eigenvectors of |Hm| associated with the eigenvalues pλ1,m, . . . , λK,mq
for all m ě m1. By (4.1), there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.2) C ě sup
k P t1, . . . ,Ku,
m ě m1,
∥
∥Hmϕk,m
∥
∥
2
L2pR3q .
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With (1.4) and Proposition 2.1, we get, for all k P t1, . . . , Ku and all m ě m1, that
λ2k,m “ }Hmϕk,m}2L2pR3q
“∥∥∇ϕk,m
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq `m20
∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq ´m xBϕk,m, ϕk,myΓ
` Λm`m0pϕk,mq `Qm`m0pϕk,m ´ um`m0pϕk,mqq
ě Qintm pϕk,mq ` pm`m0q2
∥
∥ϕk,m ´ um`m0pϕk,mq
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q ´
C
m
∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
2
L2pΓq .
(4.3)
By the trace theorem, we deduce that there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.4) C ě sup
k P t1, . . . ,Ku,
m ě m1,
∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
H1pΩq .
Note also that by (4.3), (4.4) and the trace theorem, we get that
(4.5)
ˇˇˇ∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
L2pΩ1q ´
∥
∥um`m0pϕk,mq
∥
∥
L2pΩ1q
ˇˇˇ
ď∥∥ϕk,m ´ um`m0pϕk,mq
∥
∥
L2pΩ1q ď C{m.
Moreover, by Proposition 2.1, we obtain that
∥
∥um`m0pϕk,mq
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q ď pm`m0q´2Λm`m0pϕk,mq ď Cpm`m0q´1
∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
2
H1pΩq ,
and we deduce that
(4.6)
∥
∥ϕk,m
∥
∥
L2pΩ1q ď Cm´1.
Combining (4.3), (4.4), (4.6), Proposition 3.1 with an induction procedure as in the
proof of Lemma 3.2, we get the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Let K P N. The following properties hold.
(i) For all j P t1, 2, . . . , Ku, limmÑ`8 λj,m “ λj.
(ii) For all subsequence pmnqnPN going to `8 as nÑ `8, all L2-orthonormal fam-
ily of eigenvectors pϕ1,mn , . . . , ϕK,mnq of |Hm| associated with pλ1,mn , . . . , λK,mnq
such that the sequence pϕ1,mn , . . . , ϕK,mnqnPN converges weakly in H1pΩq, then
the sequence pϕ1,mn , . . . , ϕK,mnqnPN converges strongly in H1pΩq and
(4.7) lim
nÑ`8
mn
∥
∥Ξ´ϕj,mn
∥
∥
2
L2pΓq “ 0
for all j P t1, . . . , Ku.
(iii) Any weak limit pϕ1, . . . , ϕKq of such a sequence is an L2-orthonormal family of
eigenvectors of |HΩ| associated with the eigenvalues pλ1, . . . , λKq.
4.2. Second term in the asymptotic. In this section, we will freely use the
following regularity result.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any m P R, any eigen-
function u of Hm associated with an eigenvalue λ P R, we have
}u}H2pΩq ď Cp1` |λ|q}u}L2pR3q.
We also have, for any eigenfunction u resp. v of HΩ resp. Lintm associated with an
eigenvalue λ P R, resp. λ2 P R that
}u}H2pΩq ď Cp1` |λ|q}u}L2pΩq
and
}v}H2pΩq ď Cp1` |λ|q}v}L2pΩq
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4.2.1. Upper bound. In this section, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let λ be an eigenvalue of |HΩ| of multiplicity k1 P N˚. Let k0 P N be
the unique integer such that
λ “ λk0`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λk0`k1.
We have
(4.8) lim sup
mÑ`8
mpλ2k0`k,m ´ λ2q ď rνλ,k .
where
(4.9) rνλ,k :“ inf
V Ă kerp|HΩ| ´ λIdq ,
dimV “ k ,
sup
v P V ,
‖v‖L2pΩq “ 1 ,
rηλpvq ,
and
rηλpvq :“ ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sv|2
2
´ |pBn ` κ{2 `m0qv|
2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
´ λ
2
2
¸
|v|2‚˛dΓ ,
for k P t1, . . . , k1u.
Proof. Let pu1,m, . . . , uk0`k1,mq be an L2-orthonormal family of eigenvectors of Lintm
associated with the eigenvalues pλint1,m, . . . , λintk0`k1,mq. Let pmnqnPN be a subsequence
which goes to `8 as n tends to `8 and which satisfies
(i) lim supmÑ`8mpλ2k0`k,m ´ λ2q “ limnÑ`8mnpλ2k0`k,mn ´ λ2q,
(ii) pu1,mn, . . . , uk0`k1,mnq converges in L2pΩq to pu1, . . . , uk0`k1q,
where pu1, . . . , uk0`k1q is an L2-orthonormal family of eigenvectors of HΩ associated
with the eigenvalues pλ1, . . . , λk0`k1q. By Lemma 4.2, this sequence is uniformly
bounded in H2pΩq. By interpolation, the convergence also holds in HspΩq for all
s P r0, 2q.
Since (4.9) is a finite dimensional spectral problem, there exists an L2-orthonormal
basis pwk0`1, . . . , wk0`k1q of kerp|HΩ| ´ λIdq such that
rηλ
¨˝
k0`k1ÿ
s“k0`1
asws‚˛“ k0`k1ÿ
s“k0`1
|as|2rηλpwsq “ k0`k1ÿ
s“k0`1
|as|2rνλ,s´k0 ,
for all ak0`1, . . . , ak0`k1 P C. Moreover, we have
kerp|HΩ| ´ λIdq “ spanpuk0`1, . . . uk0`k1q “ spanpwk0`1, . . . wk0`k1q ,
so that there exists a unitary matrix B P Ck1ˆk1 such that Bu “ w where u “
puk0`1, . . . , uk0`k1qT and w “ pwk0`1, . . . , wk0`k1qT . Using Proposition 2.1, we extend
these functions outside Ω by
ruj,m “ #uj,m on Ω ,
um`m0puj,mq on Ω1 ,
for j P t1, . . . , k0 ` k1u. We also define
um :“ puk0`1,m, . . . , uk0`k1,mqT
wm “ pwk0`1,m, . . . , wk0`k1,mqT :“ Bumrwm “ p rwk0`1,m, . . . , rwk0`k1,mqT :“ Bpruk0`1,m, . . . , ruk0`k1,mqT ,
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and
Vk0`k,m “ spanpu1,m, . . . uk0,m, wk0`1,m, . . . , wk0`kq ,rVk0`k,m “ spanpru1,m, . . . ruk0,m, rwk0`1,m, . . . , rwk0`kq ,
for all k P tk0 ` 1, . . . , k0 ` k1u and all m ě m1. Let us remark that
dimVk0`k,m “ dim rVk0`k,m “ k0 ` k
for all k P t1, . . . , k1u (choosing if necessary a larger constant m1 ą 0). In the
following, we consider test functions of the form
vm “
k0ÿ
j“1
ajruj,m ` k0`k1ÿ
j“k0`1
aj rwj,m ,
where a1, . . . , ak0`k1 P C satisfies
řk0`k1
j“1 |aj |2 “ 1 so that
}vm}2L2pΩq “
k0`k1ÿ
j“1
|aj |2 “ 1 .
By Proposition 2.1, we have
(4.10) ‖vm‖
2
L2pR3q “‖vm‖2L2pΩq `‖vm‖2L2pΩ1q “ 1`
‖vm‖
2
L2pΓq
2m
` Opm´2q ,
and
‖Hmvm‖
2
L2pR3q “ Qintm pvmq `m´1
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇svm|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸
|vm|2‚˛dΓ` Opm´3{2q .
(4.11)
From (4.10) and (4.11), we deduce that
m
¨˝
‖Hmvm‖
2
L2pR3q
‖vm‖
2
L2pR3q
´ λ2‚˛ď m´Qintm pvmq ´ λ2¯
`
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇svm|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
´ Q
int
m pvmq
2
¸
|vm|2‚˛dΓ` Opm´1{2q .
For k P t1, . . . , k1u, we get
m
´
λ2k0`k,m ´ λ2
¯
ď sup
vm P rVk0`k,mzt0u , m
¨˝
‖Hmvm‖
2
L2pR3q
‖vm‖
2
L2pR3q
´ λ2‚˛
ď sup
vm P Vk0`k,m ,
‖vm‖L2pΩq “ 1
m
´
Qintm pvmq ´ λ2
¯
` ηmpvmq ` Opm´1{2q ,
(4.12)
where
ηmpvq :“
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sv|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
´ Q
int
m pvq
2
¸
|v|2‚˛dΓ .
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The remaining of the proof concerns the asymptotic behavior of
µk,m :“ sup
vm P Vk0`k,m ,
‖vm‖L2pΩq “ 1
m
´
Qintm pvmq ´ λ2
¯
` ηmpvmq ,
for k P t1, . . . , k1u whenm goes to `8. Let us first remark that for any vm P Vk0`k,m,
we have
vm “
k0ÿ
j“1
ajuj,m `
k0`kÿ
j“k0`1
ajwj,m “
k0ÿ
j“1
ajuj,m `
k0`k1ÿ
s“k0`1
¨˝
k0`kÿ
j“k0`1
ajbj,s‚˛us,m ,
where pbj,sqj,sPtk0`1,...,k0`k1u “ B. With Proposition 3.1, we obtain
mn
´
Qintmnpvmnq ´ λ2
¯
“
k0ÿ
j“1
mnpλintj,mn ´ λ2q|aj |2 `
k0`k1ÿ
j“k0`1
mnpλintj,mn ´ λ2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ k0`kÿ
s“k0`1
asbs,j
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
“
k0ÿ
j“1
mnpλintj,mn ´ λ2q|aj |2 ´
∥
∥
∥
`Bn ` κ{2`m0˘řk0`kj“k0`1 ajwj∥∥∥2
L2pΓq
2
` op1q .
(4.13)
Using (4.12) and (4.13) and taking a1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ak0`k´1 “ 0, ak0`k “ 1, we deduce
that
(4.14) lim inf
nÑ`8
µk,mn ě rνλ,k .
Let pvnqnPN be a sequence of maximizer of µk,mn. For all n, there exists a unitary
vector an “ pa1,n, . . . , ak0`k,nq P Ck0`k such that
vn “
k0ÿ
j“1
aj,nuj,mn `
k0`kÿ
j“k0`1
aj,nwj,mn .
Up to a subsequence, we can assume that panq converges in Ck0`k to a unitary vector
a “ pak0`1, . . . , ak0`kq. Proposition 3.1, (4.13) and (4.14) ensure that
lim
nÑ`8
λintj,mn ´ λ2 ď λ2j ´ λ2 ă 0
for j P t1, . . . , k0u so that there exists c0 ą 0 such that
mn
k0ÿ
j“1
|aj,n|2 ď c0
and
lim sup
nÑ`8
µk,mn ď rηλpvq ď rνλ,k
where v “ řk0`kj“k0`1 ajwj. With (4.12), we conclude noticing that limnÑ`8 µk,mn “rνλ,k and
lim sup
mÑ`8
mpλ2k0`k,m ´ λ2q ď rνλ,k .

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4.2.2. Lower bound. In the following, we look for the second term in the asymptotic
expansions of the eigenvalues. More precisely, we will show the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. We have for all k P t1, . . . , k1u that
lim inf
mÑ`8
mpλ2k,m ´ λ21q ě rνλ1,j ,
where rνλ1,j is defined in (4.9).
Proof. Let λ be the first eigenvalue of |HΩ| whose multiplicity is denoted k1 P N˚:
λ “ λ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λk1.
By Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 3.1, we have
lim
mÑ`8
λ2k,m “ lim
mÑ`8
λintk,m “ λ2 ,
for all k P t1, . . . , k1u. Let pϕ1,m, . . . , ϕk1,mq an L2-orthonormal family of eigenvectors
of |Hm| associated with the eigenvalues pλ1,m, . . . , λk1,mq for all m ě m1. By Lemma
4.2, there exists C ą 0 such that
(4.15) C ě sup
m ě m1,
j P t1, . . . , k1u,
∥
∥ϕj,m
∥
∥
H2pΩq .
Let us remark that for all k P t1, . . . , k1u, and all m ě m1,
λ2k,m “
∥
∥Hmϕk,m
∥
∥
2
L2pR3q “ suppa1, . . . , akq P Ck,řk
j“1 |aj |2 “ 1,
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
Hm
¨˝
kÿ
j“1
ajϕj,m‚˛
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pR3q
.
Let a “ pa1, . . . , akq P Ck be such that
řk
j“1 |aj |2 “ 1. We define
ϕam “
kÿ
j“1
ajϕj,m.
With (1.4), (4.15) and Proposition 2.1, we get
λ2k,m ě Qintm pϕamq `m´1
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sϕam|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
¸
|ϕam|2‚˛dΓ
` pm`m0q2‖ϕam ´ um`m0pϕamq‖2L2pΩ1q ` Opm´3{2q.
(4.16)
By (4.5), we getˇˇˇ
‖ϕam‖
2
L2pΩ1q ´‖um`m0pϕamq‖2L2pΩ1q
ˇˇˇ
ď C{m ‖´ϕam‖L2pΩ1q `‖um`m0pϕamq‖L2pΩ1q
¯
ď C{m ‖´ϕam ´ um`m0pϕamq‖L2pΩ1q ` 2‖um`m0pϕamq‖L2pΩ1q
¯
ď C{m
´
m´1 ` 2‖um`m0pϕamq‖L2pΩ1q
¯
.
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Using Proposition 2.1 and (4.15), we deduce thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ‖um`m0pϕamq‖2L2pΩ1q ´ ‖ϕam‖2L2pΓq2m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď Cm3{2 ,
so that
(4.17)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ‖ϕam‖2L2pΩ1q ´ ‖ϕam‖2L2pΓq2m
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď Cm3{2 .
With (4.16) and Proposition 3.1, we obtain
mpλ2k,m ´ λ2q
ě m
´
Qintm pϕamq ´ λ2‖ϕam‖2L2pΩq
¯
`
ż
Γ
¨˝
|∇sϕam|2
2
`
˜
K
2
´ κ
2
8
´ λ
2
2
¸
|ϕam|2‚˛dΓ` Opm´1{2q .
(4.18)
Let puj,mqjPN˚ be an L2-orthonormal basis of L2pΩ;C4q whose elements are eigenvec-
tors of Lintm associated with the sequence of eigenvalues pλintj,mq. Since λintj,m converges
to λ2j as m goes to `8, we get that
λintj,m ´ λ2 ě 0,
for all j ě k1 ` 1 and all m ě m1 (choosing if necessary a larger constant m1 ą 0).
We deduce that
m
´
Qintm pϕamq ´ λ2‖ϕam‖2L2pΩq
¯
“
`8ÿ
s“1
m
´
λints,m ´ λ2
¯
| xϕam, us,myΩ |2
ě
k1ÿ
s“1
m
´
λints,m ´ λ2
¯
| xϕam, us,myΩ |2 .
(4.19)
Let pmnqnPN˚ be a subsequence which goes to `8 as n tends to `8 and such that
(i) lim infmÑ`8mpλ2k,m ´ λ2q “ limnÑ`8mnpλ2k,mn ´ λ2q,
(ii) pu1,mn, . . . , uk1,mnq converges in H1pΩq to pu1, . . . , uk1q,
(iii) pϕ1,mn, . . . , ϕk1,mnq converges in H1pΩq to pϕ1, . . . , ϕk1q,
where pu1, . . . , uk1q and pϕ1, . . . , ϕk1q are L2-orthonormal families of eigenvectors of
HΩ associated with the eigenvalue λ. By Proposition 3.1, we have that
lim
nÑ`8
k1ÿ
s“1
m
´
λints,mn ´ λ2
¯
| xϕamn , us,mnyΩ |2
“
k1ÿ
s“1
´‖pBn ` κ{2`m0qus‖
2
L2pΓq
2
| xϕa, usyΩ |2 “ ´
‖pB
n
` κ{2`m0qϕa‖2L2pΓq
2
,
(4.20)
where ϕa “ řkj“1 ajϕj. We get from (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20) that
lim inf
mÑ`8
mpλ2k,m ´ λ2q ě rηλpϕaq ,
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and
lim inf
mÑ`8
mpλ2k,m ´ λ2q ě sup
pa1, . . . , akq P Ck,řk
j“1 |aj |2 “ 1,
rηλpϕaq ě rνλ,j .
The conclusion follows from the upper bound (4.8). 
Remark 4.5. When considering a larger eigenvalue λ ą λ1, the proof above breaks
down since
k0ÿ
s“1
m
´
λints,m ´ λ2
¯
| xϕam, us,myΩ |2
is non positive and the non-wanted terms in (4.19) cannot be removed so easily
anymore. Here k0 denotes the unique integer such that
λ “ λk0`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λk0`k1 .
Appendix A. Sketch of the proof of Lemma 4.2
The purpose of this appendix is to give the main ideas of the proof of Lemma 4.2.
We do not intend to give a rigorous proof but rather to enlighten why the classical
arguments give uniform bounds inm (see for instance [7, Section 6.3]). In particular,
we restrict ourselves to the operator Hm for Ω : R
3
` “ tx “ px1, x2, x3q : x3 ą 0u
and consider the solution u P H1pR3;C4q of
Hmu “ pα ¨D ` pm0 `mχR3´qβqu “ f ,
where f P H1pR3;C4q. By Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 2.12, we have
‖f‖2L2pR3q ě ‖˜∇u‖2L2pΩq `m20‖u‖2L2pΩq `m0‖u‖2L2pΓq `
2ÿ
k“1
‖Bku‖2L2pΩ1q
¸
` 2m∥∥Ξ´u∥∥2
L2pΓq ´ C{m‖u‖
2
L2pΓq ,
so that by the trace theorem, there exists C ą 0 such that
C ‖´f‖2L2pR3q `‖u‖2L2pΩq
¯
ě‖∇u‖2L2pΩq `
2ÿ
k“1
‖Bku‖2L2pΩ1q .(A.1)
Using the notation of [7, Section 6.3], we introduce the difference quotients
Dhkupxq “
upx` hekq ´ upxq
h
, h P R, h ‰ 0,x P R3, k P t1, 2, 3u .
For j P t1, 2u, we get that
HmD
h
j u “ pα ¨D ` pm0 `mχR3´qβqDhj u “ Dhj f ,
so that using (A.1), we get
C
∥ˆ
∥
∥Dhj f
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pR3q
`
∥
∥
∥Dhj u
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq
˙
ě
∥
∥
∥∇Dhj u
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq
`
2ÿ
k“1
∥
∥
∥BkDhj u
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q
.
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By [7, Section 5.8.2], we deduce that
C
∥´
∥Bjf
∥
∥
2
L2pR3q `
∥
∥Bju
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq `‖f‖
2
L2pR3q `‖u‖2L2pΩq
¯
ě∥∥∇Bju
∥
∥
2
L2pΩq `
2ÿ
k“1
∥
∥BkBju
∥
∥
2
L2pΩ1q .
(A.2)
We also have that on Ω,
´B23u “ H2mu` p
2ÿ
k“1
B2k ´m20qu “ Hmf ,
so that
(A.3)
∥
∥B23u
∥
∥
L2pΩq ď C‖f‖H1pΩq .
Using (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3), we get the result.
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